
 

In the competitive FPS world, every frame counts. High end hardware is capable of rendering games faster than ever before, but
it can't do anything if your GPU is running at 100% capacity with no headroom for overclocking. This handy little tool helps
you keep a tight rein on how fast your frames are going by limiting them to a maximum framerate of 144. It's not perfect, but
it'll give your system a chance to use all its resources in the best way possible - and could make a difference between winning
and losing when the stakes are high. Limit FPS is a command line utility that performs automatic framerate limiter on the
systems based on the system specs. It does not require much computer configuration to function properly. You just need to
install it in your executable path and launch it when you run the game.

Clanbase is limited by default to 32 players, but you can increase this value via command line parameter. Dynamic Resolution
Control allows you to choose between 3 different screen modes: Native, Borderless and Windowed (Windowed mode only
supports native resolutions up to 1920x1080). The 3rd Mode (Borderless) is introduced with version 1.5 of Limit FPS. Clanbase
supports multiple monitor configuration. There are 3 different methods to run a game on a monitor with a different resolution:
Native Borderless Windowed With clanbase version 1.5, it is possible to have the computer switch between monitors depending
on what type of screen is being used at the moment. This feature is called "Multi-Monitor". Depending on your system
configuration you can use any of these options (Note that "Multi-Monitor" requires Intel Dual Graphics support, and may not
work properly on GPUs with only 1 dedicated video card). For example, you want to play the game on your primary monitor at
1920x1080 resolution and on a TV screen at 1080p. You can set up the computer configuration into that way: Here is an
example of how to run a game with multiple monitors: The command line parameter "mode" controls the main setting for one
of the 3 games running on the same computer: It can be used in combination with any of these parameters: 

Freezing has been fixed. Please read this comment from Jikosai and celebrate him for his helpful guide on installing Limit FPS.
Note that Jikosai's guide was more of a general information than detailed instructions. The following instructions has been
tested by the user on Ubuntu 12.04 64 bit To install it on your system, you need to download the latest version of the Limit FPS
repository. It includes all needed files for Limit FPS distribution. The current version is 0.2-alpha1. Go to
http://limitfps.pl/download/ and download .deb file for your distro (32 or 64 bit).
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